“Authentic Team-Building and Integration Program”
The Challenges:
 In order for your company to get to the next level, you need your employees to get on the same page
and be an authentic team….because you know it will move your vision forward faster!
 Your employees need to feel good about themselves…because when they are happy, studies show they
can be up to 31% more productive which is what you need to happen!
 You need an outstanding company culture…because you know if your employees WANT to be at work,
that’s half the battle!
 You need employees with better individual positive attitudes…because you know both negative and
positive attitudes are contagious…and you rather they bring the positive!
 You need to see clear communication both between employees and between employees and
managers…because you know misunderstandings can cause unnecessary roadblocks!
 You need employees to be able to grasp their work/life situations better….because you know they bring
“home stuff” to work and “work stuff” home which is unproductive!
 You need your employees to feel fulfilled at work and have a purpose…because you know that people
innately want to feel that they are contributing to something greater than themselves!
 You don’t have the time to continuously sit with each individual employee in order to align their
personal goals with corporate purpose…but wish you did because you know the key is connecting their
personal goals to the company’s goals, which will cause them to become naturally motivated to increase
their productivity at work!

The Solution:

Employee happiness, authentic team-building and positive company culture =
Productivity
 We provide programs where we work on an on-going monthly basis with your employees through
various approaches to achieve desired results. (*See details of what’s included on our package sheet)
 Although specific team building seminars create value in bringing employees together, "authentic teambuilding" occurs naturally over time through real-life shared experiences, thoughts and connections. Let us
help you get your team on the same page through a series of fun, meaningful and custom interactive
seminars. They are designed to increase your employee's personal fulfillment, while creating a culture of
connection and purpose between life and career... which in turn, can lead to increased productivity.
 Your employees will be supported each month through follow-through integration days where we meet with
individuals/small groups to reinforce the message of that month’s seminar and strategize how to incorporate
what they learned into their work/life experience.
“A happy team… will pick up steam!”

 Contact us to receive a list of seminar titles and descriptions to choose from.
Call us today to set up an inquiry meeting so that we may learn more about the goals of your company at:
(516) 308-7783
www.MovingForwardSeminars.com

